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The hypothesis
that free recall involves the generation
ofcandidate
items followed by a decision
process was tested in a situation
which compared
a standard
recall test with a test that involved the
overt generation
and recognition
of candidate
items. Generation-recognition
is not a primary
retrieval
strategy
but is a useful auxiliary
strategy,
particularly
if employed
shortly
after the
presentation
of the target material. Subsequent
recognition
and repeated recall performance
was
shown to be a function
of the accessibility
(retrievability)
and availability
(generation)
of items.
Accessibility
is a characteristic
of specific memorial
events and not the product
of a retrieval
process.

The generation-recognition hypothesis, apparently first suggested by Miiller (1913),
holds that in free recall subjects first retrieve
(generate) candidate items which are then
subjected to a decision process (recognition)
before being overtly produced. Kintsch (1977)
stressed the pervasive importance of the
hypothesis when he noted, for example, that
its abandonment would seriously affect the socalled tagging theories (e.g., Anderson &
Bower, 1972; Bahrick, 1970; Kintsch, 1970)
which depend on some categorical cue to
access candidate items among which the
“tagged” items would be found.
While we have argued elsewhere that it is
not possible to maintain a strict distinction
between recall and recognition (e.g., Mandler,
1978; Rabinowitz, Mandler, & Patterson,
1977), those data do not argue against the
possibility of a generation stage being
followed by recognition, whether seen as a
simple decision or a more complex process.
The most incisive arguments against the
generation-recognition
hypothesis have been
marshalled by Tulving (1976). In asking for

better evidence about the two-stage process
Tulving argued first for some demonstration
of some means “for separate identification of,
and separate measurement of the output from,
the two stages.” Second, he noted that one of
the outcomes of the operation of the two
successive stages should be “the rejection by
the decision mechanism of a response candidate correctly identified by the retrieval
system.”
Apart from Miiller’s (1913) original demonstration of the generation-recognition
strategy, though as an auxiliary retrieval
strategy auxiliary to direct access, other
evidence for the hypothesis has been provided
by Cofer (1967), by Bahrick (1970), and by
Brown and McNeil1 (1966). The data presented here follow a previous demonstration
from our laboratory about the utility of the
generation-recognition
strategy.
In the previous paper (Rabinowitz,
Mandler, & Patterson, 1977), we suggested
that generation-recognition can, under certain
conditions, be a useful auxiliary strategy in the
free recall paradigm. In the first study subjects
were presented with 50 items, 10 from each of
five categories. The Generate group was then
given recall instructions derived from the
generation-recognition hypothesis. They were
instructed to generate as many words from
each category as they could. Each time they
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thought of a word, they tapped a pencil, and if
they thought that the word had actually
occurred on their presentation list, they were
to say it aloud. We found that subjects in the
Generate group recalled about 23% more
items than a control group (Standard) that
had been given standard category-cued recall
instructions. The generation instructions had
no differential effects on recognition accuracy
in a recognition test delayed by a week, but
they did persist into a second cued recall test
which followed the recognition test.
In a second study the first recall test occurred one week after the presentation of the
list. In that experiment the advantage of the
generation-recognition
instructions over the
standard cued recall instructions essentially
disappeared.
We suggested that free recall involves at
least two processes: specific item-addressable
retrieval plus generation of candidate items
followed by recognition. The increase in the
number of words recalled by the Generate
group was presumably due to an improvement in the generation process due to the
specific instructions on its use.
We had predicted that the advantage of the
generation-recognition
instructions should
diminish when the recall tests were delayed by
a week, simply because recognition accuracy
is worse after a week’s delay. Thus, fewer
generated items would be accepted and hence
recalled. However, the decrease in the generation effect was larger than we had anticipated
on the basis of poorer recognition performance alone. It is possible that after a week’s
delay subjects might also simply generate
fewer old candidates for recognition, particularly since the most accessible candidates
for generation are those items that had just
been presented. After a week those items
would be less accessible for generation. However, in the previous study we had no information about how many and which items were in
fact generated.
For the present study we developed a
generation-recognition
procedure in which
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subjects generate all candidate items aloud
and then make a recognition decision for each
item. This procedure will allow us to determine both the likelihood of generating old
(and new) items and the probability of recognizing them.
Rabinowitz, Mandler, and Patterson (1977)
also found that items recalled in an initial
recall test are both more likely to be subsequently recognized in a recognition test and
recalled in a second recall test than those items
that are not initially recalled. An item’s initial
accessibility as determined by the initial recall
test was reflected in subsequent retrieval tests.
We now need to ask whether the accessibility
of items recalled through
generationrecognition differs from the accessibility of
items recalled in a standard recall test. We
shall attempt to answer this question by
comparing subsequent recognition and recall
for items recalled in a standard recall test with
those items that were not initially recalled but
were recalled in a subsequent generationrecognition test. Do the additional items
recalled through generati0.n differ in accessibility from those items recalled in a standard
recall test?
During the course of generation, subjects
generate and reject many new items which are
probably never considered in a standard recall
test, in which direct access is the predominant
retrieval mode. How do these items fare in
subsequent retrieval tests? One might expect
that subjects would be more likely correctly tp
reject these items in a subsequent recognition
test than new items that have not been previously generated. However, Mandler and
Rabinowitz (Note 1) found that items correctly rejected in an initial recognition test
were less likely to be correctly rejected in
another recognition test a week later, than
those new items that had not been included in
the initial recognition test. Thus generation
might actually have an adverse affect on
subsequent discriminations.
Standard recall tests and generation tasks
also provide an opportunity to analyze free
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recall and recognition in terms of the accessibility and availability of items. We assume
that any item that is generated is, in principle,
available in long term storage. Of these
available items those that are produced in a
standard recall test are also accessible; that is,
access to the available items is provided by
whatever retrieval cues are used by the subjects to make these items accessible. In our
analyses we shall focus on differences among
accessible items, available but inaccessible
items, and unavailable items.
METHOD

General design. The general design involved
four groups of subjects in a 2 x 2 design. One
of the variables concerned the presence or
absence of a standard recall test. Subjects had
either a standard cued recall test followed by a
generation-recognition
recall test or only the
generation-recognition
recall test. The other
variable addressed the effect of delay in recall
and generation; subjects were either given the
recall and/or generation test immediately following the presentation of a categorized list or
were given the tests one week after that
presentation. All of the subjects were given a
recognition test followed by a free recall test in
the second session. Thus in the cases of the
subjects who were given the immediate recall
and/or generation tests the recognition test
followed a week later; in the cases of the
subjects with recall and/or generation tests
delayed by a week, the recognition test followed immediately. Following the recognition
test, all subjects were given a standard cued
recall test.
The externalization
of the generationrecognition strategy was achieved by asking
subjects to generate all of the instances of a
particular category that they could think of
and to designate which of the generated items
had occurred in their original list.
Subjects. Forty-eight undergraduates at the
University of California, San Diego, participated in the experiment as part of an
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introductory psychology course requirement.
There were 12 subjects in each of the four
experimental groups. Subjects were assigned
to the four conditions at random, with the
constraint that no condition had y1+ 1 subjects
until every other condition had n subjects. All
subjects were run individually.
Materials and apparatus. Five categories,
taken from the Battig and Montague (1969)
norms were used (birds, musical instruments,
parts of the body, sports, and kitchen utensils).
Twenty words were selected from each of these
categories, starting with the sixth most
frequently named item in each category. Items
were omitted if they were (a) two-word items
(e.g., measuring cup), (b) more than 12 letters
long, (c) a member of more than one category
(e.g., organ), or (d) did not appear at least one
time per million in the Thorndike-Lorge
(1944) word frequency count. The words from
each category were then grouped into 10 pairs,
paired in terms of taxonomic frequency. For
each subject a unique list was constructed by
randomly assigning one member of each pair
from each of the five categories to each
subject’s 50-word list. Thus the mean taxonomic frequency of the presented items did not
differ between subjects. For each subject the
items were presented in a random order with
the constraint that no more than two items
from the same category could be contiguous in
the presentation list.
For the recognition test, subjects were presented with all 100 words from the original
pool, providing us with 50 target words and 50
distracters, which were unique for each subject. In addition, each subject’s recognition
test also included all of the words that they
had generated or recalled that were not in the
100 word pool. Thus each subject’s recognition test had a different number of distractors. The items were tested in a random
order.
Presentation of the items on the original list
and the recognition test was on a remote video
screen. All generation and recall protocols
were monitored by the experimenter who was
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in an adjoining room. Responses in the recognition test consisted of two buttons (“yes” and
“no”) and reaction times were recorded to the
nearest hundredth of a sec. Randomization
and presentation of the lists and tests and
collection of the responses were controlled by
a PDP-12 computer. Subjects were given a
card with the names of the categories and had
access to the card during the presentation and
recall tasks.
Procedure. Subjects were told that the experiment was concerned with people’s ability
to categorize words. They were told that they
would perform several categorization tasks
and that we were interested in the effects of
practice upon their ability to perform such
tasks. They were then presented with the 50word categorized list. They were to say each
word aloud and to call out the name of the
category to which it belonged. Subjects had
been informed of the names of the categories
and had them in front of them at all times.
Subjects initiated the presentation by pressing
a button. Each word appeared on the screen
for 3 set, and after a blank interval of 1 set, a
row of asterisks was presented for 3 sec.
During this period subjects were to say both
the word just presented and the category to
which it belonged. One second later the next
word was presented.
Following the categorization of the list, all
subjects performed a buffer task which involved the categorization of proper names as
either the same sex as one’s own (“yes”) or
different (“no”). Thirty-two names were presented and the subject’s task was to respond as
quickly as possible upon the presentation of
each name. One second after the subject
pressed a “ready” button the name appeared,
and then they pressed either the “yes” or the
“no” button. They were to do this as quickly as
possible while maintaining accuracy. This
buffer task served the purpose of convincing
subjects that we were primarily concerned
with categorization and also prepared subjects in part for the recognition test a week
later, which was essentially identical in terms
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of response requirements.
Standard recall. The subjects were asked to
recall the items from their original list, one
category at a time, in any order that they
wished. They were asked to select a category
from the index card, say it aloud, and then
recall as many of the presented words from
that category as they could. When they could
recall no more words from a given category,
they were told to go on to another category,
until the categories had been exhausted.
Generation-recognition recall. Subjects were
asked to recall the list using the generationrecognition strategy which was explained to
them. They were to go through the categories
in any order. For a given category they were to
say the name of the category and then proceed
to call out as many items from that category as
they could. They were to generate as many
items from the category as possible, regardless
of whether or not they thought the items were
presented, and they were to continue generating until they could think of no more items
from the category. They were also to continue
generating even if they thought they had
generated all the list words from that particular category. In other words, they were
instructed to generate items exhaustively from
each category. Upon generating each word,
subjects were to say “yes” if they thought that
the generated word had been presented or
“no” if they thought that it had not been
presented. They were also to indicate their
confidence of their yes/no decision using a
three-point scale.
A pilot study had been conducted to determine whether such a complex response mode
would interfere with generation. One group of
subjects used the same response mode as in
this experiment, while the other group simply
pressed a single button after saying words that
they thought were on their list. The group
using the simpler, button pressing system did
not generate more words than the group using
the vocal yes/no plus confidence rating
system.
Recognition. Subjects were presented with
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items individually and asked whether they
thought each had been presented on the
original list. They were instructed to respond
by pressing one of two buttons as quickly as
possible, while maintaining accuracy. Before
each trial the word *READY* appeared on
the screen. The subjects were able to initiate
each trial by pressing a “ready” button.
Summary of design. There were four independent groups. The Generate (G) Group
was given the presentation list followed by a
generation-recognition
recall test. A week
later they were given the recognition test
followed by a final standard cued recall test.
The Recall Generate (RG) Group was given
the standard recall test followed by a
generation-recognition
recall test. They also
were given the recognition test and final recall
test a week later. The Delayed Generate (DG)
Group was given the generation-recognition
recall test one week after the presentation of
the original list, followed by the recognition
and recall tests. The Delay Recall Generate
(DRG) Group was given the recall test, the
generation-recognition
recall test, and the
recognition and final recall test in the second
session. There were arithmetic buffer tasks,
lasting approximately 3 min each, between all
contiguous tests. After leaving the first session,
subjects were told that they would perform
further categorization tasks in the second
session a week later. Following the completion of the second session all subjects were
completely debriefed.

RESULTS

Unless otherwise noted, an analysis of
variance (ANOVA) was used for all of the
statistical comparisons. The general design of
the ANOVA was 2 (Immediate vs Delay
Groups) x 2 (Recall vs No Recall Groups) x 12
(Subjects) x l-4 (Item Types, e.g., hit rate for
recalled words versus nonrecalled words). The
second factor was, of course, omitted for those
analyses based on the first recall. A .05 level of

significance was used for all of the statistical
tests.
Recall and Generation-Recognition

Recall

The recall results for both the initial standard recall and the generation-recognition
recall are shown in Table 1. The standard recall
shows the expected results. After a week’s
delay (Group DRG) subjects recalled 41%
fewer words than on the immediate recall test
(Group RG) [F(1,22) = 14.32, MSe = 27.361.
Conversely, there was a 360% increase in the
number of intrusions after a week’s delay, as
compared to the immediate test [F(1,22)=
11.22, MSe =9.66].l These results are also
reflected in the proportion of intrusions (of
total recall) which is greater for Group DRG
(.31) than for Group RG (.06) [F(1,22) = 22.51,
MSe =0.016].’ This measure can be taken as
an index of the quality of recall as it reflects the
degree to which subjects are simply emitting
items, regardless of whether or not they were
presented.
Examining the number of words recalled
using generation-recognition
we again find
that fewer (35%) words were recalled after a
delay, as compared to the immediate test
[F(1,44) = 32.06, MSe = 34.381, while 290%
more intrusions were made after a delay of a
week [F(1,44) = 40.93, MSe = 62.711. Similarly, the proportion of intrusions is much
greater after a week [F(1,44)=98.03, MSe=
0.0161. There were no significant effects involving the presence or absence of the recall
test before generation in any of these analyses.
‘A small number
of two-word
intrusions
(e.g., frying
pan) were made by the subjects.
These items were not
included in the recognition
test nor in any of the analyses
involving
intrusions.
Their inclusion
would not change
any of our conclusions,
ZAll measures
reported
in this paper are based on
individual
subject means. Therefore,
various proportions
and conditional
probabilities
may differ slightly
from
those that the reader might calculate using the cell means
as reported
in the paper. For example,
intrusions
as a
proportion
of total recall for Group DRG is .3 1, while the
value obtained
using the cell means is (5.42/l 1.42+5.42)
.32.
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TABLE
STANDARD

RECALL

Standard

Group
RG
G
DRG
DG

No. of
words

No. of
intrusions
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recall

RECALL

Generation-recognition
Intrusions
as
proportion
of
total recall

19.50

1.17

.06

11.42

5.42

.31

We had previously
concluded
that
generation-recognition
was a useful auxiliary
recall strategy in an immediate recall test, but
not after a delay of a week (Rabinowitz,
Mandler, & Patterson 1977). Much the same
conclusions can be reached from these data. In
evaluating the effectiveness of generationrecognition we shall compare the standard
recall for Groups RG and DRG with the
generation-recognition
recall for Groups G
and DG. (A within-subjects comparison for
Groups RG and DRG yielded the same
results). Forty-two percent more words were
recalled using the generation-recognition
strategy than in a standard recall [F(1,44)=
30.73, MSe = 28.771 and subjects also recalled
37% fewer words after a delay than immediately [F(1,44) = 17.631. The interaction
between these two factors was not significant.
A similar analysis of the number of intrusions
showed that subjects made more intrusions
when using the generation-recognition
strategy [F(1,44) =25.41, MSe=41.86]
and
also made more intrusions after a delay
[F( 1,44) = 30.601. However, the increase in the
number of intrusions after a week’s delay was
much greater when subjects used the
generation-recognition
strategy (16.42) than
in a standard cued recall test (4.25). This was
reflected in a significant interaction between
[F&44)= 10.601.
these
two
factors
This dramatic increase in the number of
intrusions for Group DG is also reflected in

recall

No. of
words

No. of
intrusions

Intrusions
as
proportion
of
total recall

28.17
26.50
18.08
17.42

5.42
4.50
18.25
20.92

.15
.13
.48
.51

the proportion of intrusions. Half of all the
words these subjects recalled were, in fact,
intrusions. Thus, after a week’s delay the
absolute increase in the number of words
recalled using the generation-recognition
strategy is more than offset by a greater
increase in the absolute number of intrusions.
However, in an immediate test, there is an
advantage in using the generation-recognition
strategy. There is a greater increase in the
absolute number of recalled words than in the
number of intrusions.
Our externalization
of the generationrecognition strategy allows us to examine the
generation results in more detail. Table 2
presents the total number of old (presented)
and new (not presented) words generated by
the subjects in each of the four groups, as well
as the corresponding hit and false alarm rates.
(Generated old words called “old” were scored
as hits while generated new words called “old”
were scored as false alarms). We had expected
that after a week’s delay subjects would
generate fewer old items. In fact, they generated fewer old items as well as fewer new items
[F(1,44) = 7.24, MSe = 222.061. We also suggested that recognition for generated items
would be worse when the test was delayed by
a week, Indeed, the hit rates were lower
[~(1,44)= 13.84, MSe=0.014] and the false
alarm rates were higher [F( 1,44) = 62.67.
MSe=0.014].
Thus the effectiveness 01
generation-recognition
as a recall strategy i:
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GENERATION-RECOGNITION

Group

Total no.
old words
generated

RG
G
DRG
DG

33.33
31.75
25.00
24.75

Hit

RECALL

rate
.845
.832
.709
,716
TABLE

MEAN

CONFIDENCE

2
BREAKDOWN

Total no.
new words
generated

False
alarm rate

d’

65.33
65.83
56.42
57.83

,079
,067
,340
,349

2.66
2.61
1.04
1.04

3

VALUES OF GENERATION-RECOGNITION

New

Old items
Group
RG
G
DRG
DG

Called

old

Called

2.83
2.83
2.48
2.45

severely impaired after a delay of a week
because subjects generate fewer items and
their recognition of those items is worse.
As another index of the subjects’ recognition performance for the items that they
generated, we can compute d’ values. These
values are also shown in Table 2. The d
values for the delay groups are, of dourse,
lower than those for the immediate groups
[F(1,44)=89.35, &f&=0.353].
It is interesting
to note the close agreement between those d
values for “subject generated” recognition
tests with those found in the standard experimenter prepared tests. The d’ values for the
two delay groups (1.04) closely match that
found in the subsequent recognition test. That
value on average was 1.09 for groups RG, G,
DRG, and DG. Whereas these recognition
tests included all the new items that each
subject had generated, Rabinowitz, Mandler,
and Patterson (1977) had found a mean d’ of
1.19 in a standard recognition test. The d
values for the subjects who generated immediately after the presentation of the list
(2.66 and 2.67 for Groups RG and G, re-

2.44
2.37
2.04
2.23

new

Called
2.76
2.70
2.30
2.46

new

DECISIONS

Items
Called

old

1.94
1.60
1.77
1.96

spectively) are also close to the d’ value of 2.83
that Mandler and Rabinowitz (Note 1) found
in an immediate recognition test using the
same lists and presentation conditions.
Subjects also rated the confidence, on a
three-point scale, of their decisions for each
item in the generation task. The mean confidence ratings for each of the four types of
items are shown in Table 3 (high, medium, and
low confidence ratings are given the values of
3, 2, and 1, respectively). In general, subjects
were more confident of their decisions when
they generated immediately after presentation
(Groups RG and G) than when they generated a week later (Groups DRG and DG)
[F(1,44) = 8.88, MSe = 0.2651. There were also
differences among the four types of items
[F(3,132) = 70.54, MSe = 0.0951. Subjects were
most confident of their correct decisions (i.e.,
old words that were generated and called old
and new words that were generated and called
new). They were less confident of those old
items that they generated and called new, and
they were least confident of their decisions for
the new words that they generated and called
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AS A FUNCTION

OF CONFIDENCE

LEVEL

High

confidence

only

High + medium

confidence

Group

No. of
words

No. of
intrusions

No. of
words

No. of
intrusions

RG
G
DRG
DG

24.00
23.17
10.92
9.58

0.33
0.67
3.00
5.08

27.50
25.59
15.75
15.58

3.58
3.00
11.00
15.91

old (intrusions). There was also a significant
interaction between the delay factor and the
item factor [F(3,132)= 5.841. While subjects
were, in general, more confident of their
decisions when they generated immediately
than when generation was delayed by a week,
this difference was not present for those new
items that they called old (intrusions). There
were no significant effects involving the prior
recall factor.
In light of the large differences between the
mean confidence ratings for correctly recalled
words and intrusions we re-examined the
generation-recognition
recall results as a
function of confidence level. The mean
number of words recalled and the mean
number of intrusions are shown in Table 4,
separately for high confidence items only and
high and medium confidence items combined.
These data support our conjecture about the
effectiveness of the generation-recognition
strategy as compared with standard recall.
For the immediate groups (RG and G) the
advantage of the generation-recognition
TABLE
RECOGNITION

AS A FUNCTION

Hit

Group

Recalled
items

RG
DRG

.914
,924

strategy is apparent when only the high confidence items are considered (23.59 items vs
19.50 for standard recall). However, for the
delay groups (DRG and DG) there is no
advantage in the number of words recalled
when only the high confidence responses are
considered (10.25 vs. 11.42 for standard recall).
When the responses of medium confidence are
added there is an increase in the number of
words recalled, but this increase is offset by a
larger increase in the number of intrusions.
Recognition

There were no significant differences among
the four experimental groups in the overall hit
rates, false alarm rates, or d’ values. The
overall hit rate was .740, false alarm rate was
.352, and the mean d’ was 1.085. Nor were
there any significant differences among the
four groups in their recognition response
latencies. There were differences though, for
the different response types [F(3,132)=21.01,
MSe = 320651. Neuman-Keuls tests showed
that hits (1248 msec) were faster than correct
5
OF STANDARD

RECALL

Hit

rate
Nonrecalled
items
,712
.646

Recalled
items
1085
1035

RT (m set)
Nonrecalled
items
1294
1409
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TABLE
RECCXNITION
Hit

Group

Generated
and called
old

RG*
G
DRG*
DG

,828
.883
.832
x50

_.Data

are only

rate

AS A FUNCTION

Hit

Not
generated

,646
,592
,668
.688

for inaccessible

OF GENERATION-RECOGNITION

RT (m set)

Generated
and called
old

(i.e.,

False

Not
generated

1193
1120
1381
1094

items

6

Generated
and called
new

1352
1447
1412
1381

those

rejections (1468 msec), false alarms (1495
msec), and misses (1490 msec). The last three
response types did not differ from one another.
We now turn to a more detailed examination of recognition performance in terms of
the individual items’ past history. We shall
first examine the effects of accessibility on
recognition performance by comparing the
recognition performance of recalled and nonrecalled words for Groups RG and DRG.
The hit rates and hit RTs for these item types
are shown in Table 5. Previously recalled
words were more likely to be subsequently
recognized (.92) than words that were not
recalled on the initial recall test (.68)
[F( 1,22) = 80.29, MSe = 0.0091. There was no
effect of the delay variable on this difference.
An analysis of the hit reaction times reveals
that for those items that were recognized,
those that had been previously recalled were
recognized faster than those that had not
been previously recalled [F( 1,22) = 42.39,
MSe =24026]. While the RT difference between recalled and nonrecalled items appears
larger for Group DRG (374 msec) than for
Group RG (209 msec), the interaction between
the delay factor and item type was only
marginally significant [F( 1,22) = 3.40, p < lo].
These data replicate
those found
by
Rabinowitz, Mandler, and Patterson (1977)

alarm

,356
,360
.179
,236

not recalled

or intruded

RECALL
rate

Not
generated

FA

RT (m set)

Generated
and called
new

.314
.372
,376
,348

in the standard

Not
generated

1471
1396
1737
1561

recall

1666
1638
1642
1504

test)

on the effects of accessibility on subsequent
recognition.
Given that accessible (recalled) items differ
from inaccessible (nonrecalled) items on a
subsequent recognition test, we can now ask if
and how generated items differ in a subsequent recognition test from items that were
not generated. Anticipating the results, we
suggest that the difference between generated
and nongenerated items may be primarily one
of availability. Note though, that whereas for
Groups G and DG we cannot distinguish
among the items that are generated those
accessible items that would have been recalled
in a standard recall task, we can make this
distinction for Groups RG and DRG. For
these two groups we will include in our
analyses of generated items only those (inaccessible) items that were not previously
recalled. Ninety percent of those items that
were recalled in the ititial recall test were
subsequently recalled (called “old”) in the
generation-recognition
recall test. Thus for
the groups that had a prior recall our comparisons will be between unavailable items
and available but inaccessible items, while for
the groups that did not have an initial recall
the comparisons will be between unavailable
items and a mixture of accessible and inaccessible available items.
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We first compare recognition for those recognition recall test. When both the reca
recall tests in
items that were correctly recalled in the and generation-recognition
mediately preceeded the recognition
te
generation-recognition
task (i.e., generated
(Group DRG), recalled items were recognize
and called old) with those items that were not
generated. The relevant data are shown in 346 msec faster than those items recalled on.
Table 6. Presented items that were recalled in in the generation test. A similar comparisc
the generation task were more likely to be between the hit rates for previously recalle
subsequently recognized (.85) than those items items and those recalled only in t1
generation-recognition
recall test shows thi
that were not generated (.65) [F( 1,44) =48.86,
MSe =0.020]. Hit reaction times were also the former are more likely to be subsequent
recognized (.91) than
the latter (.8
affected by prior generation. Those items that
[F(1,22)=7.12, MSe=0.014].
were recalled in the generation-recognition
We can also compare recognition perforn
task were recognized faster than those items
that were not generated [F( 1,44) = 3 1.55, ante for those new items that were generate
and then called new in the generation task (i.
MSe= 306921. While there were no main
effects of either the delay or the prior recall test generated but not intruded) with those ne
items that had not been previously generate
factors, the prior recall test factor did interact
with the difference between items that were (experimenter fillers). We first examine tl
generated and called old and those that were probability of a false alarm (calling these iten
not generated [F(1,44)=8.78].
The difference
“old” in the recognition task) for these item
types.
Note that we are comparing the fal:
between items recalled through generation
alarm
rate only for those items that wei
and items not generated was greater for those
groups (G and DG) that did not have an initial
previously correctly rejected in the generatic
recall test (307 msec) than for the two groups
task (thus showing a change in response) wit
(RG and DRG) that did have a recall test the false alarm rate to new items to which tl
preceeding the generation-recognition
recall subjects have not been previously expose1
test (95 msec). It would appear that this The effects of delay and item type were hot
difference between the recall and no recall marginally significant (p < .lO) [F( 1,44) = 3.7
groups is due to the fact that the potentially
MS = 0.028 and F( 1,44) = 4.02, MSe = 0.02
accessible items (those that might have been respectively]. However, the Delay x Iter
recalled in the initial recall task) have not been Type interaction was significant [F(1,44):
eliminated for Groups RG and DRG. Indeed,
6.031. This interaction reflects the fact th;
a direct comparison between those items that
subjects are more likely to make false ala-or
were recalled in the standard recall task (see to items that they did not generate (.36) tha
Table 5) and those that were not recalled in to items that they generated and correct:
the standard recall task, but subsequently
rejected (.21) when the generation tas
recalled in the generation-recognition
recall immediately preceeds the recognition te
task(Table 6) reveals that the former are (Groups DRG and DG). However, when tlrecognized more quickly than the latter
generation task occurs a week before tl
[F( 1,22) = 18.75, MSe = 329531. This differ- recognition test (Groups RG and G) subjec
ence also interacted with the delay factor
are just as likely to make false alarms to the:
[F(1,22)=5.21].
When
the recall and items that they had previously rejected durin
generation-recognition
recall tasks preceeded generation (.36) as they are to items that the
the recognition test by a week (Group RG), had not generated (.34).
items that were recalled in the standard recall
An analysis of the correct rejection reactio
task were recognized 107 msec faster than times revealed no differences between the:
those recalled only in the generationitems that had been previously correct1

GENERATION-RECOGNITION

rejected in the generation-recognition
recall
task and those that had not been generated.
However, an analysis of the false alarm
reaction times revealed a significant Delay x
interaction
[F(1,44) = 7.92,
Item
‘We
MSe = 659671. When the generation test preceeded the recognition test by a week (Groups
RG and G combined) those new items that
were initially correctly rejected but were
subsequently incorrectly accepted, were reacted to 218 msec faster than those items that
had not been generated. But when generation
immediately preceeded the recognition test
(Groups DRG and DG combined) this difference was reversed; items not previously
generated were accepted 76 msec faster than
those items that had just been correctly
rejected during generation.
Final Recall
The number of words correctlyrecalled and
the number of intrusions in the final recall are
shown in Table 7. There were no significant
TABLE

7

FIXAL RECALL

Groups
RG
G
DRG
DG

No. of
words
21.00
21.92
19.92
17.50

No. of
intrusions
11.50
18.42
13.08
15.92

Intrusions
as
proportion
of
total recall
.34
.44
.39
.46

differences among the four groups in the
number of words correctly recalled. However,
there were differences in the number of intrusions. While there was no effect of the delay
factor, the groups that had a recall test
preceeding the generation-recognition
recall
test (Groups RG and DRG) made fewer
intrusions on the final recall than those groups
that did not have the initial recall test (G and
DG) [F(1,44)= 5.52, MSe= 51.631. This is also
reflected in the proportions of intrusions of
total recall, which were higher for the groups
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that did not have a standard recall test
preceeding the generation-recognition
recall
test [F(1,44)= 5.58, MSe=0.016]. This result
suggests that subjects are able to check
potential intrusions against their earlier recall.
A detailed analysis of the items recalled in
the final recall in terms of the preceeding
standard or generation-recognition
recall
tests yields results comparable to those found
for recognition. The relevant data for the
correctly recalled words are shown in Table 8.
First, we note that for those groups that had
an initial recall (RG and DRG) accessibility
(defined as retrieval on the initial test) was the
best predictor of final recall. For these two
groups combined, .76 of the items recalled in
the initial recall were also recalled in the final
recall, as compared with .26 of the items not
recalled in the initial recall [F( 1,22) = 25 1.10,
MSe=0.012].
Subjects in Group DRG were
slightly more likely to recall both types of
items, but this result was only marginally
significant [F(1,22) =4.06, MSe= 0.014, p <
,101. The interaction
between these two
factors was not significant.
Next we compare final recall for those
items that were recalled in the generationrecognition recall task (i.e., generated and
called old) with recall for those items that were
not generated. Again, in order to highlight the
differences between accessible items and
available items (items recalled in a standard
recall task vs those additional items recalled in
generation) for Groups RG and DRG we shall
include among the items that were generated
and called old only those items that were not
recalled in the initial standard recall. Subjects
were more likely to recall those items recalled
in generation (available but not accessible)
than those items that were not generated (not
available) [F(1,44)= 102.61, MSe=0.015].
There were no significant effects involving the
delay factor, but as expected, the difference
between items recalled in generation and
items not generated was greater for the groups
that did not have an initial recall (G and Dg).
There was both a main effect of the initial
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AS A FUNCTION

OF STANDARD

TABLE8
PROBABILITY

OF FINAL

RECALL

RECALL,

GENERATION-RECOGNITION

RECALL,

AND

RECOGNITION

Not
Group

Recalled

RG*
G
DRG*
DG

,708

,241

,807
-

,278

*Data

are only

Not

Generated
and
called old*

recalled

for inaccessible

items

(i.e., those

OF FINAL

INTRUSIONS

generated*
,177
,172
.243
,221

,449
,635
,451
,596

not recalled

TABLE
PROBABILITY

Not

generated
and
recognized*

Not

generated
and
not recognized*

.167
,246
,284
,306

or intruded

,044
,050
,171
,023

in the standard

recall

test)

9

AS A FUNCTION

OF GENERATION-RECOGNITION

RECALL

AND

RECOGNITION

Group

Generated
and
called old

Generated
and
called new

RG
G
DRG
DG

,238
,374
.344
,393

.150
.218
,091
,127

recall factor [F(1,44) = 5.83, MSe = 0.0241, as
well as a significant interaction with item type
[F(1,44)=7.56].
This interaction was due to
the fact that the subjects in Groups G and DG
were more likely to recall the words that they
had recalled during generation than were the
subjects in Groups RG and DRG. Again, we
interpret this result to be due to a difference
between accessible and available items. The
items recalled in the generation task by
Groups G and DG include both accessible
and available items, while they are limited to
available items for Groups RG and DRG; the
accessible items having been recalled in the
initial standard recall and removed from this
analysis.
Examining only those items that were not
generated,
subjects were more likely to recall
those items that they had just recognized
than those that they had not recognized
on the recognition
test [F( 1,44) = 41.14,

Not
Not
generated
,063
,112
,077
,091

generated
and
recognized
,121
,201
.131
,186

Not

generated
and
not recognized
,024
.069
,042
,068

MSe=0.018].
This difference was larger for
the groups that did not have an initial recall, as
evidenced by a significant interaction between
these two factors [F(1,44)=4.75].
Subjects in
the delay groups (DG and DRG) were more
likely to recall both types of items than the
subjects that recalled and/or generated in the
first session [F(1,44)=7.37, MSe=0.016].
We were also interested in the source of the
subjects’ intrusions. We noted earlier that the
subjects in the groups that did not have a
standard
recall before the generationrecognition recall task make more intrusions
than the subjects that did have the standard
recall. As we shall see, this effect was not
specific to any particular item type.
The relevant data for the intrusions are
shown in Table 9. (We shall omit an analysis
based on items that were intruded in the initial
standard recall, as there were too few intrusions to make such an analysis meaningful).
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Subjects were most likely to intrude those [F(1,44)=23.31,
MSe=0.012].
The higher
items that were also intruded in the intrusion rate previously found for the subgeneration-recognition
test. Overall, ,337 of jects that did not have an initial standard
these items were intruded; there were no recall (Groups G and DG) held for both types
significant differences among the four groups of items [F(1,44)= 5.24, MSe=0.012].
in the probability of intruding this type of
item. In a comparison of the probability of
DISCUSSION
intruding those items correctly rejected during
We have provided evidence on the two
generation with those that were not generated
at all, we find that the subjects that did not major tests proposed by Tulving (1976) for the
hypohave an initial standard recall (Groups G viability of the generation-recognition
and DG) intrude more of both types of thesis. We have demonstrated first that it is
items [F(1,44)= 5.37, MSe=0.008].
While possible to identify, and to measure septhere was a difference between items that arately, the output from the two stages.
Second, we have evidence that subjects somewere previously correctly rejected during
generation and those that were not generated times retrieve correct list items, but “fail to
[F(1,44) = 13.98, MSe = 0.0061, there was recall these items because the decision system”
also a main effect of the delay factor does not pass the information
through
[F(1,44) = 4.771, as well as an interaction of (Tulving, 1976, p. 50). In fact, for Group RG,
the delay factor with the item type .155 of the correct “old” items that are
[F(1,44) =4.85]. This interaction was due to generated are rejected and called “new.” Since
the fact that the groups that generated im- in this group subjects could distinguish bemediately after the presentation of the list (RG tween items just recalled and others (and in
and G) were more likely to intrude items that fact the proportions are not surprisingly .014
they had generated and correctly rejected (.18) and ,328 for previously recalled and not
than they were to intrude items that they had recalled items, respectively), the value of .168
not generated (.09). However, there was little for Group G (who did not have a prior recall)
difference in the probability of intruding these further supports this evidence. Subjects do
two types of items (.ll and .0X) when the retrieve correct list items but fail to “recall”
generation task immediately preceeded the them.
However, having passed this test of
recognition test (Groups DG and DRG). This
result is similar to that found in the recog- viability, the generation-recognition
hyponition test. In our analysis of the false alarm thesis fails to convince as a candidate for a
rates we found no difference between the false major or primary retrieval strategy in free
alarm rates to those items previously correctly
recall. If it is used immediately after presentrejected and those that were not generated for ation it adds a respectable number of items to
Groups RG and G, while the subjects in output while keeping the increased number of
Groups DRG and DG were less likely to false intrusions within reasonable limits. After a
alarm to those items just correctly rejected in week’s delay, however, it is far outdistanced by
generation as compared to those items that the direct accessstandard recall test. The latter
were not generated.
produces a noisy output with nearly one-third
Finally, for. those items that were not of the items being intrusions, but in the
generated,- and thus appeared for the first generation mode the chances are only 50-50
time during the recognition test, subjects that an item called old was in fact a member of
were more likely to intrude those items the original set. These chances are reduced
to which they just made false alarms (.16) even further if we consider only those addithan those that they correctly rejected (.05) tional items recalled after direct access failed.
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Since in the real world auxiliary retrieval
strategies are typically used after some time
interval and only after direct access has failed,
generation-recognition
seems to be a poor
candidate for trying to recall the name of a
town one had visited some time ago or the
name of a guest at a party. On the other hand,
a one-third chance of success is certainly
better than no accessat all. If the strategy is to
be used at all after a delay, only the information retrieved with a high level of confidence
can be considered to be useful. In summary,
the generation-recognition
strategy has a
limited utility as an auxiliary retrieval strategy
under limited conditions. It cannot be claimed
as the primary strategy for free recall.
Before turning to the recognition results, it
is interesting to note that recognition performance is identical for subject-generated and
experimenter-generated
old and new items.
This not only suggests that the generation and
recognition stages are in fact independent, and
that the recognition processes used during
generation are similar to those used in standard recognition tasks, but also that subjects
can generate distracters that are as goody a
“random” selection from the category pool as
those laboriously produced by the experimenter.
In the discussion of the recognition results
we shall not only make the distinction between accessibility and availability, but we
shall also make reference to the dual code
theory of recognition. The latter assumed that
the recognition process depends first on a
decision process (the presentation code) based
on the familiarity (integration) of an event
(typically influenced by the frequency of prior
processing); second, for those items that fail to
reach some criteria1 value of familiarity, a
subsequent search process takes place which is
influenced by the interitem ‘elaboration of the
event (the conceptual code) (cf. Mandler, 1979;
Rabinowitz, Mandler, & Patterson, 1977).
Accessibility-availability
influences the
conceptual code; accessible items are by
definition retrievable. We assume that avail-
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able items have a conceptual code less effectiv
than the accessible ones, but more effectiv
than the unavailable items, which, up to th
time they are presented for recognition, hav
few or no interitem relations that can be use
for retrieval. The strength of the presentatio
code, on the other hand, is determined prim2
rily by frequency of processing, first during th
original presentation, then during retrieva
and eventually by generation and by furthe
processing during generation if the item I
called old.
These arguments make the ordering of th
hit rates comprehensible. The highest hit rat
is found for the items that are recalled an
subsequently generated and called old. Ner
come the items that are not recalled but ar
generated and called old, followed by item
that are not recalled and not generated. Fc
Group RG, for example, these values are .91~
328, and .646. The ordering of the hit reactio
times, as well as the reaction time difference
between groups for items that were generate
and called old, can be similarly explained if w
also assume that the variations in the effective
ness of the conceptual code of an iter
influence not only the probability with whit
an item can be retrieved, but also the speed c
the retrievals that are successful.
When the recognition test immediate1
follows the generation task another factor j
obviously involved. Since’ these subjects hav
just finished generating large numbers of bot
old and new items the strength of each item’
presentation code will be less useful fc
discriminating between old and new item;
Therefore, subjects should adopt stricte
criteria for calling items old or new on th
basis of their presentation codes alone. Thus
greater proportion of both new and old item
should be subjected to the more time
consuming retrieval attempt. Accordingly, w
find that the difference in reaction time
between old items that were generated an
called old and those that were not generated.
reduced for the groups that’generated ju:
prior to the recognition test. For new items w
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find that the false alarm rates for new items analyses for the prior recall Groups RG and
that were generated and called new are higher DRG). The differences between groups are
for the groups that generated a week before thus due to the presence of accessible items in
recognition, even though the presentation
this pool for Groups G and DG.
codes are surely stronger for these items for
Accessibility in the original recall test was
the subjects who generated immediately be- also the best predictor for accessibility (retrieval) in the final recall. In addition, subjects
fore the recognition test. This again supports
were
more likely to recall items that they had
our suggestion that the Delay groups are
relying less on the item presentation codes (a just correctly recognized than items that they
stricter criterion) and are subjecting more had rejected in the recognition test. However,
item-s to retrieval. Of course, some new items this phenomenon also operates in the reverse.
will still be falsely retrieved; these will be the Looking at Groups G and DG (without the
slow false alarms. Since it is primarily the “fast original recall) subjects are more likely to call
false alarms” that are eliminated when sub- those items old that they subsequently recall
jects adopt stricter criteria, we also find that than those that they don’t recall. This is not
the false alarm reaction times for the items only the case, for example, for items that had
that were previously generated and called new been generated and called old, but also for
are increased for the Delay groups3
items that were not generated. The probability
In addition, the recognition data clearly of recognizing an old item that will be recalled
show that accessibility is a property of an item later is 37 for Group G and .94 for Group DG,
and not the product of the retrieval processes. while for nonrecalled items the values are .54
Even without a prior recall the data behave, as and .61. Thus the future recall of an item that
predicted, like a mixture of accessible and has not been previously recalled or generated
inaccessible items. This is most evident in the influences its recognizability. This finding
data for the old items that were generated and further substantiates the notion that accessicalled old. These items were recognized more bility is the characteristic of an item (and not
accurately and faster by Groups G and DG the result of a process) and that it applies to
than by Groups RG and DRG, even though
recognition as well as to recall.
the strength of the presentation codes of these
In our discussion of accessibility and availitems do not differ as a function of the presence ability we have used retrievability on the
or absence of a prior recall. (The accessible initial recall test as the primary definition of
items were identified and removed from these accessibility. However, if retrievability as such
is the criterion for accessibility, then we should
3As an alternative
to false retrievals
in recognition,
we
consider whether there are additional acmay posit a third, guessing stage in the recognition
model.
cessible items to be found in the final recall.
As before, if an item is retrieved
it will be called old.
Table 8 shows that only 70 to 80% of the items
However,
if the item is not retrieved
it may still be called
old with probability
g or called new with probability
I-g.
accessible on the first recall test are still
That is, some items which fail to be retrieved
will still be
accessible on the final test. This is presumably
called old. These items will then be slow false alarms.
due to the loss of retrieval cues and strategies
(There will also be old items that are recognized
via this
over
time. However, are there any items
guessing stage. These will be slow hits). This modification
accessible in the final recall that were not
makes intuitive
sense in that subjects
know
that they
cannot retrieve every list item and thus an item may still
accessible on the initial test? And how does
be old even if it cannot be retrieved.
this new “accessibility” compare with the
The reaction time predictions
derived from this formuintrusion rate? The intrusion rate in the initial
lation do not differ from those derived when we assumed
recall
test for Group RG was so low that we
that some false retrievals
occur. The number of slow false
could essentially assume that all recalled items
alarms due to guessing for any given item type will still be
a function
of the number
of items subjected
to retrieval.
were accessible, rather than the product of
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some response bias in the retrieval process.
Group RG recalled 19.5 items and 1.17 intrusions on the initial recall. They had a final
recall of 21.00 items and 11.4 intrusions. Of
these 21 items, 7.35 were old items that were
not recalled in the initial recall test (i.e., they
have become newly accessible). However, of
the 11.50 intrusions, 11.17 (i.e., essentially all)
were items that had not been intruded in the
initial recall test. Thus, while some old items
might become newly accessible on the final
recall, they can not be identified because the
high intrusion rate suggests a high retrieval
response bias, nor is their number (corrected
for intrusions) likely to be large or even larger
than zero.
A final word on the boundaries of the
conclusions to be drawn from the generationrecognition results. We have discussed the
generation-recognition
hypothesis solely in
the context of the free recall paradigm. There
are two main reasons for this restriction. First,
past theoretical discussions, starting with
Miiller,
have advanced the hypothesis
primarily for the free recall task. Second,
different experimental paradigms require different kinds of retrieval strategies. We have
previously argued that the generationrecognition strategy is irrelevant to pairedassociate tasks in which relational, probably
holistic,
coding
strategies predominate
(Rabinowitz, Mandler, & Barsalou, 1977).
Whatever utility the generation-recognition
strategy has is probably restricted to a
retrieval task involving the categoricalhierarchical encoding of the target events.
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